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SUMMARY

The ventromedial striatum (VMS) is a node in circuits underpinning both affect and reinforcement learning. The cellular bases of these functions and especially their potential linkages have been unclear. VMS cholinergic interneurons, however, have been singled out as being related both to affect and to reinforcement-based conditioning, raising the possibility that unique aspects of their signaling could account for these functions. Here we show that VMS tonically active neurons (TANs), including putative cholinergic interneurons, generate unique bidirectional outcome responses during reward-based learning, reporting both positive (reward) and negative (reward omission) outcomes when behavioral change is prompted by switches in reinforcement contingencies. VMS output neurons (SPNs), by contrast, are nearly insensitive to switches in reinforcement contingencies, gradually losing outcome signaling while maintaining responses at trial initiation and goal approach. Thus TANs and SPNs in the VMS provide distinct signals optimized for different aspects of the learning process.

INTRODUCTION

The brain circuits that process reinforcement exert powerful influences over behavior: they enable normal responsiveness to rewarding and aversive stimuli, mediate reinforcement-based learning, and have been implicated as dysfunctional in neuropsychiatric disorders ranging from depression to addictive states (Alexander et al., 2010; Belin et al., 2013; Der-Avakian and Markou, 2012; Greening et al., 2013). Findings in humans and experimental animals have highlighted the striatum as a nodal part of this reinforcement-related circuitry important for learning (Brown et al., 2012; Kreitzer and Malenka, 2008; Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). This view is consistent with the position of the striatum as a principal recipient of signals from midbrain dopamine-containing neurons that could mediate reinforcement-based learning (Dezfouli and Balleine, 2012; Glascher et al., 2010; Graybiel, 2008; Hyman et al.,
The ventromedial striatum (VMS), in particular, is considered key to the early stages of reinforcement-based learning (Belin and Everitt, 2008; Belin et al., 2009; Graybiel, 2008; Morris et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2005; Roesch et al., 2007; Schultz, 2002; van der Meer et al., 2010), and neural signals in the VMS are sensitive both to the actions resulting in rewarded outcomes as well as to the outcomes themselves (Li and Daw, 2011; McClure et al., 2003). In rodents, lesions and inactivations of the VMS impair the capacity of the animals to learn how to obtain rewards, especially early in training (Atallah et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2012; Everitt and Robbins, 2005; Gill et al., 2010; Hernandez et al., 2002).

In parallel with its key function in the early stages of reinforcement learning, the VMS is centrally implicated in regulating mood and affect and in the etiology of neuropsychiatric conditions (Berridge et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2012; Der-Avakian and Markou, 2012; Greening et al., 2013; Hyman et al., 2006; Keedwell et al., 2005; Kreitzer and Malenka, 2008; Nestler and Carlezon, 2006; Price and Drevets, 2010; Tan et al., 2012; Wacker et al., 2009; Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). These mood- and motivation-related functions of the VMS likely reflect its interconnections with the dopamine-containing ventral tegmental complex and related nuclei of the brainstem, and with limbic forebrain circuits spanning orbitofrontal cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and amygdala (Humphries and Prescott, 2010; Voorn et al., 2004).

A remarkable set of findings now suggests that these limbic circuits can be divided into pathways that are specialized for processing either rewarding or aversive outcomes, and that they may be implicated differentially in affective disorders (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2012; Cohen et al., 2012; Kreitzer and Malenka, 2008; Setlow et al., 2003; Shabel et al., 2012; Stamatakis and Stuber, 2012; Tan et al., 2012; Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). Within the VMS, cholinergic interneurons have been found to be critical for the control of affective states by virtue of their selective expression of the serotonin receptor interacting protein, p11 (Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). Deletion of p11 or silencing of the cholinergic interneurons precipitates anhedonia-like states in mouse models, and p11 expression is diminished in human depression (Alexander et al., 2010; Svenningsson et al., 2006; Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). Moreover, these cholinergic interneurons are the specific targets of GABA-containing neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) that promote aversive responses, and optogenetic stimulation of this pathway enhances discrimination of aversive conditioning stimuli from neutral stimuli (Brown et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2012). Here we identify unique dynamics of valence signaling by populations of VMS tonically active neurons (TANs) that have firing properties resembling those of optogenetically identified cholinergic interneurons, and we contrast these with the strikingly different learning-related firing properties of VMS spiny projection neurons (SPNs) and high-firing interneurons (HFNs). The expression of these subtype-specific signals could be critical to a mechanistic account of how VMS circuits participate both in reinforcement learning and in goal-directed behavior, and in the control of affective states.
RESULTS

We recorded the single-unit activity of neurons identified as putative TANs, SPNs and HFNs with multiple tetrodes placed bilaterally in the VMS of rats that consecutively learned two versions of an instrumental T-maze task. At the switch between the first and second versions, the modality of the cues instructing the location of reward, representing the reinforcement contingency of the task, was changed from auditory or tactile. The maze context and actions required were otherwise identical (Barnes et al., 2005; Kubota et al., 2009; Thorn et al., 2010). With this design, we asked whether the firing of the VMS neurons tracked changes in trial-by-trial outcomes that we observed during learning of the first task-version and then during learning of the second task-version after the reinforcement contingency switch, or whether they tracked generalized learning of goal-directed behavior within the maze context, which could be accomplished by acquisition of the first version alone.

The behavioral task and recording arrangements are shown in Figures 1A and 1C (see also Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Information). The rats were trained initially with auditory instruction cues in daily ca. 40-trial sessions until they reached an acquisition criterion of 3 out of 4 consecutive sessions above 72.5% correct performance. The first and second acquisition phases (AA1 and AA2) started, respectively, on the first day of training and when the rat reached 60% correct performance (Figure 1B; Experimental Procedures). The animals were then over-trained for additional 10 sessions on the auditory task (AO). For 6 rats, training was then continued without interruption on the second version of the task, in which tactile cues replaced the auditory cues, and the rats were again trained to the same learning criterion (phase TA; Figure 1B; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The rats reached the learning criterion on the auditory version of the task in 8–23 sessions (mean = 15.5) and learned the subsequent tactile version of the task in 8–13 sessions (mean = 10.7). The rate of change in performance on the task was significantly greater during the training on the second tactile task-version (Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.05). Running times decreased across training on the auditory version of the task (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA; p < 0.01), and they increased for only a single session when training with tactile cues began (Figure S1A; Dunn-Sidak post-hoc test, p < 0.05).

Of the 1787 well-isolated units accepted for analysis, 81% were identified as putative SPNs (Figure 1D; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Among the remainder, we identified putative HFNs, accounting for 13%, and putative TANs, accounting for 6%. These populations were distinguished according to conventional criteria and on the basis of their different relationships between mean firing rate and median inter-spike interval (ISI): even when the mean firing rates of the groups overlapped, their median ISIs differentiated them (Figure 1E). To rule out the possibility that task responses were contributing to the separation between cell types, we replicated this finding using spikes collected in a 2-s baseline period before each trial (Figure S1B).

In a further effort to identify the TAN population, we compared the mean firing rates and median ISIs of the TANs that we recorded in these rats to those of cholinergic interneurons that we identified optogenetically in 6 transgenic ChAT-Cre mice (n = 12 units, Figure 1F).
(Gong et al., 2007) in which a Cre-dependent AAV5 virus had been injected into the striatum (Figure 1G; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Units that were suppressed by a 500-ms pulse of yellow light were considered to be cholinergic interneurons (Figures 1H–1J) (English et al., 2012). These optogenetically identified interneurons fired in the 3–6 Hz range and displayed ISIs distinguishing them from the non-light suppressed population, presumably the SPNs and GABAergic interneurons (Figure 1F). The firing rates and ISI distributions for putative TANs in the rats were equivalent to those in the mice. All findings refer to these identifications of putative neuronal classes, with the acknowledgment that other cell types could have been encountered in our sample.

**VMS Ensemble Activity Marks Beginning and End Periods of the Maze Runs and Subpopulations of VMS Neurons Exhibit Ramping Activity as Goal is Approached**

All three classes of VMS neuron that we identified exhibited task-related activity observable in the net activity of each class, illustrated in Figure 2 as peri-event time histograms (PETHs) for correctly performed trials collapsed across training stages. PETHs were constructed for 700-ms windows centered on each task event, and thus do not represent uninterrupted time between task events. The discontinuities in task time were prevalent early in training when trial durations were relatively long (Figure S1A).

Both the task-responsive SPNs, which consisted of 72% of the total SPN population (Figures S2A and S2B; Supplemental Experimental Procedures), and the TAN ensembles (Figure 2B) exhibited a sharp peak in response to the warning click signaling trial start, and intense activity at the time of goal-reaching. SPN firing exhibited a gradual increase in activity during the maze run (Figure 2A). Neither of these responses was observed in the non-task-responsive SPNs (Figures S2C and S2D). Activity in between these times occurred mainly around gate opening, as the runs started, and at the approach to the goal. In contrast to the SPNs and TANs, the HFN ensembles exhibited little activity at the warning click. HFNs became active near the beginning of each run and again at goal-reaching, when the maze run was complete and reward delivery occurred on correctly performed trials (Figure 2C). Thus the ensemble activities of all three classes of VMS neurons emphasized mainly the early and late periods of the maze runs, a characteristic previously found for dorsal striatal neurons, especially in the dorsolateral striatum (DLS) (Barnes et al., 2005; Jog et al., 1999; Thorn et al., 2010).

**VMS Spiny Projection Neurons Exhibit Three Main Response Profiles**

We first identified subsets of task-responsive SPNs that had selective responses either to the warning click (click-responsive SPNs, n = 208, 14% of all recorded SPNs), or during approach toward the goal location (ramping SPNs, n = 158, 11%), or during the reward period (reward-responsive SPNs, n = 169, 12%; Figures 3A–3I, Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Click-responsive SPNs were selected based on their increased firing rate during a 240-ms window after the click, relative to their baseline firing (Figures 3D and 3G). SPNs were classified as having ramping responses if they increased their firing in four successive windows (turn off > turn on > cue > pre-cue)(Figures 3E and 3H). We identified as reward-responsive SPNs those that were phasically activated in the goal-reaching period and that fired significantly more for correct trials than for incorrect trials during a 700-ms window.
after goal-reaching (Figures 3C and 3F; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Despite their definition based on responses to click and goal events, a majority of the click-responsive (81%) and the reward-responsive (88%) SPNs responded to more than one task event. Ramping SPNs had a higher proportion of multi-event responses (94%), given their steady increases firing rate during the maze-runs. The spiking of units in all three subsets of VMS neurons exhibited significant correlations with running speed (73%) and position on the maze (82%) when compared with the firing rates in a shuffled data set, but these correlations were extremely weak (Figures S3A and S3B, 95% of units with a correlation coefficient $R^2 < 0.08$). A subset of units (17%) had significantly different firing rates during right and left turns (Figures S3C and S3D). These neurons included 55% of the neurons classified as ramping SPNs.

**Reward-related Activity of VMS Spiny Projection Neurons Declined Steadily across Training**

During initial training, reward-responsive SPNs increased their firing rates phasically before and during the occurrence of licking behavior in rewarded trials (Figures 3I and 3J), but this phasic activity nearly disappeared during auditory over-training, despite the continuation of reward delivery and licking responses after correct performance (Figures 3F and 3J). We averaged the raw firing rates of these reward-responsive SPNs for the 700-ms window after goal-reaching for each training phase (Figure 3K). In contrast to the SPNs with click or ramping responses, the reward-responsive SPNs reduced their activity during the goal window in the over-training from high initial levels, and their responses continued to decline, nearly monotonically, after the cue switch (Figure 3K; Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA; $p < 0.05$). The proportions of reward-responsive SPNs among the total population of SPNs also fell, and they remained low after the initial training phase (Figures 3L; chi-square test; $p < 0.05$). Thus as training progressed, the population response of the SPNs at the time of reinforcement fell and did not recover during subsequent acquisition of the tactile version of the task.

**Sub-Populations of HFNs in the VMS Exhibited Opposing Responses at Outcome and Were Oppositely Modulated During Training**

To examine possible local circuit activity patterns that could account for the loss of outcome signaling by the reward-responsive SPNs, we examined the outcome period activity of the HFNs. By virtue of their high firing rates, these were candidate inhibitory interneurons (Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Kreitzer, 2009). Over half of the HFNs fell into one of two distinct sub-groups whose response properties at reward were of opposite polarity during the 700-ms time-window after goal-reaching: 25% of the recorded HFNs ($n = 58$) fired significantly less in rewarded trials than in unrewarded trials (Figures 4A, 4C, 4E and 4G), whereas 34% ($n = 78$) fired significantly more during rewarded trials than unrewarded trials (Figures 4B, 4D, 4F and 4H). Neither of these two HFN populations was responsive to the warning click (Figures 4C and 4D). Many (43%) exhibited different response levels for left and right turns, but the magnitude of the difference in their responses was very weak (Figure S3E). The two populations exhibited a similar relationship between their mean firing rates and median ISIs (Figure S4A).
Over the course of training, the relative proportions of these sub-populations shifted. The proportions of HFNs that exhibited suppressed activity during reward decreased from 57% during initial acquisition to 13% in the tactile training phase (Figure 4G, chi-square test, \( p < 0.001 \)). Conversely, the HFNs that increased their firing rates during reward increased from 10% during initial acquisition to over 50% during the tactile task (Figure 4H; chi-square test, \( p < 0.001 \)), and they exhibited a small but statistically significant delay in their responses during tactile acquisition (Figure 4F). There were almost no changes in firing rate for the reward-suppressed HFNs (Figure 4E). The firing rates of the reward-activated HFNs increased during over-training, and they maintained this activity during tactile acquisition.

**TAN Responses in the VMS Reported Reinforcement Outcome Selectively During Acquisition Phases of Training**

In contrast to the nearly monotonic changes in signaling across training of the reward-responsive SPNs and HFNs, the reward-related responses of the TANs recorded exhibited striking modulation in their response patterns during the successive training phases, and these responses changed sharply at task-switch (Figures 2B and 5). The reward-related responses of the TANs during the 300-ms window after goal-reaching were prominent during training on the auditory task, then fell during over-training, and then rose again after the switch to the task-version with tactile instruction cues. Moreover, the reward-responsive TANs were unique in exhibiting bidirectional outcome signaling: they increased their firing rates for rewarded trials and decreased their firing rates for non-rewarded trials (Figures 5A–5F). These TANs exhibited the most homogeneous response patterns of any of the VMS populations recorded: 81% of the recorded TANs (94/116) exhibited this dynamic signaling across training (Figure S4B).

The detailed structure of the TAN responses (Figures 5D–5F) suggested that the modulation of their activity across training phases largely reflected changes in in their response to rewarded outcomes. During the auditory acquisition phase, TANs increased their firing rates for reward and paused in the absence of reward (Figure 5D). During over-training, the increase at reward nearly disappeared, but the pause at reward omission remained (Figure 5E). Then, during the tactile acquisition phase, their post-goal firing rate increases recovered, and their pauses at reward omission on incorrect trials remained (Figure 5F). Thus the bidirectional pattern was again present after the contingency switch, so that the TAN responses resembled those of the TANs recorded during the original acquisition of the auditory version of the task. These changes in activity of the reward-related TANs were statistically significant (Figures 5G–5H; Dunn-Sidak post-hoc test, \( p < 0.05 \)). We did not detect significant changes in the proportion of reward-responsive TANs among all TANs recorded across the different training stages (Figure 5I; chi-square test; \( p > 0.05 \)). Thus the rate changes were reflective of the full population of reward-responsive TANs that we recorded. Some TANs (33% of total) showed differences in firing rates for right and left turn trials, but these differences were small (Figure S3F).

The reward-responsive TAN population, like the SPN population, maintained a pronounced response to the warning click. Thus the sharp changes observed in the firing rates of reward-responsive TANs across the training periods were selective for the outcome period of the
task (Figures 5D–5F). To test whether the TAN responses were indeed reward-dependent, we trained a control rat on the same task, but delayed reward delivery by activating the reward pump 200-ms after goal-reaching. The TANs recorded in this animal (n = 4) paused their firing at goal-reaching on both rewarded and unrewarded trials (Figure 5J). Then, when the delayed reward was delivered in correct trials, they increased their firing rates like the TANs recorded in the standard task. In unrewarded trials, they continued to pause for the absence of the reward, as did TANs in the standard task without reward delay. These results suggest that the reward response was not solely a function of goal-reaching on successful trials, but was dependent on the availability of reward.

**DISCUSSION**

Evidence that both reinforcement learning and affective states are influenced by the ventral striatum presents a major challenge to the development of a mechanistic understanding of this striatal region and the circuit-level influence that it exerts: how are each of these functions mediated at the cellular level, and how are they linked? Our findings demonstrate that VMS neurons undergo cell-type specific patterns of plasticity during reward-based learning that could provide distinct representations of reinforcement contingencies and global task structure.

Of the three identified neuronal populations, only the TANs clearly modulated their reward responses according to changes in the specific reinforcement contingencies presented to the animals and to their performance accuracy (Figure 6). The TANs provided unique bidirectional outcome signals during learning, increasing their firing rate at the end of rewarded trials and decreasing their firing at the end of unrewarded trials. Thus the TANs reported success or failure of each maze run, according to the current contingencies of the task. These bidirectional TAN responses occurred selectively during the acquisition phases of the sequentially presented tasks. Strikingly, this type of response was not observed during the over-training phase, when correct performance reached asymptotic levels. During this phase, only the negative responses of the TANs remained. This firing pattern suggests that the bidirectional reward-related responses of the TANs could provide a specific learning signal to ventral striatal circuits.

This sensitivity to switches in reinforcement contingencies exhibited by the VMS TANs contrasted sharply with the relative insensitivity of reward signaling by SPNs in the VMS, which over the course of training gradually reduced their firing at reward (Figure 6). Thus, the SPN population seemed not to contribute to rapid updating of behavior following changes in reinforcement contingencies. Their activity suggested, instead, that they could provide reinforcement signals suitable for participating in initial acquisition of the general motivational or structural aspects of the task (such as the sequence, run through the maze to reach reward), important in establishing the initial learning of the task. Reward-sensitive HFNs also changed their aggregate signaling as training progressed, providing a graded signal potentially suitable for gradually inhibiting the reward responses of the VMS output neurons (Figure 6).
These contrasting cell-type specific dynamics raise the possibility that during learning, signals related to current task contingencies and signals associated with behavioral policies, considered here as general reward-motivated behaviors and exemplified by running through the maze to reach the goal, could be separately represented and controlled within VMS circuits. We suggest that these dual properties relate not only to the learning-related functions of the VMS, but also to the pivotal role now attributed to the VMS and its cholinergic interneurons in conditions of negative affect, depression and anhedonia.

**Tonically Active Neurons Provide a Dynamic Learning Signal to VMS Circuits**

The dynamic reinforcement-related outcome signaling by TANs in the VMS was notably homogeneous. Over 80% of all recorded TANs exhibited the bidirectional response to reward and non-reward during acquisition phases of training, but after learning exhibited primarily decreases in activity to unrewarded outcomes. TANs in the striatum are widely considered to be cholinergic interneurons (Aosaki et al., 1995; Apicella, 2007; Cragg, 2006; Goldberg and Reynolds, 2011; Wilson et al., 1990). However, recent evidence suggests that similar tonic firing can also be characteristic of the so-called LTS interneurons (putative somatostatin/neuropeptide Y/nitric oxide synthase-containing interneurons) (Beatty et al., 2012). Thus it is possible that the TANs recorded represented heterogeneous sub-populations, including the 20% of TANs that did not exhibit properties consistent with the majority population reported here. Nevertheless, our comparisons of the firing properties of the TANS to the optogenetically confirmed TANs in ChAT-Cre mice suggest that the population of neurons identified as TANs is likely to have a large component of cholinergic interneurons (English et al., 2012; Witten et al., 2010).

Given this consistency with the properties of identified cholinergic interneurons, it was surprising to find that the typical reward-related response of the VMS TANs was a phasic activation at reward, and not the typical pause observed in TANs of the dorsal striatum in response to reward and other motivationally relevant stimuli, accompanying pre-pause and post-pause peaks (Aosaki et al., 1995; Morris et al., 2004; Ravel et al., 2003; Schmitzer-Torbert and Redish, 2008). The bidirectional responding of the TANs in the VMS further set these neurons apart from the conventionally identified TAN populations of the dorsal striatum, many of which pause for both rewarding and aversive conditioning stimuli (Apicella, 2007; Blazquez et al., 2002). Notably, signaling through acetylcholine receptors also differs across the dorsal and ventral striatum (Threlfell and Cragg, 2011). It will be of interest to test the cholinergic identity of these TANs in further behavioral work with reporter-labeled cholinergic neurons, and to compare directly dorsal and ventral striatal TANs in the tasks that we employed here.

In our experiments, we did not explicitly introduce aversive outcomes. However, the absence of reward could be considered aversive under some conditions, including those imposed by the T-maze paradigm. Especially relevant here are the findings of Brown et al. (2012) and Tan et al. (2012), who have found that activation of a GABAergic projection from the VTA to the cholinergic interneurons of the VMS produces pauses in the firing of the cholinergic interneurons and improves behavioral discrimination of aversive cues from neutral ones. It is likely that this cell-type specific VTA-VMS projection contributed to the
pause response of the TANs that we observed during unrewarded trials. Notably, TAN pause responses to reward omission in unrewarded trials were present across all training phases. Thus the TANs conformed to the model of cholinergic VMS neurons receiving negative reward-related input, but they also exhibited bidirectional signaling of trial outcome during learning, a signal that could strongly drive the learning process in the VMS.

It is possible that these TANs signaled trial completion, rather than trial outcome (correct rewarded or incorrect non-rewarded) per se, but this alternative faces at least two challenges. First, the TANs exhibited bidirectional signaling after the task switch during training stages in which performance was at chance level. Second, this signaling was delayed when the reward was delayed, instead of occurring at trial completion. Yet this possibility cannot be ruled out, especially for the TAN pauses occurring during overtraining when the animals had learned the task. If so, the TAN response could at least at this stage represent a confirmatory response indicative of met expectation (Fujii and Graybiel, 2005).

Learning-Related Neuroplasticity of VMS Spiny Projection Neurons

Given that SPNs are the output neurons of the VMS, it would be natural to expect that they would exhibit strong reward-related activity during acquisition of the initial auditory version of the task, that this activity would subside during over-training when the behavior became habitual, and that it would re-emerge when the new, tactile-cued version of the task was introduced—the pattern that we observed for the majority of TANs. Instead, we found that the SPNs that we identified as exhibiting a selective reward-related response (Apicella et al., 1991; Carelli and Deadwyler, 1994; Taha and Fields, 2005) had a strong reward response during initial acquisition that faded during over-training and did not react abruptly to the cue switch with a return of reinforcement signaling. The decline observed in reward-related SPN ensemble activity, as well as the decline in the total number of SPNs exhibiting reward-related activity, continued even after the task was switched to the tactile version. By contrast, the warning click and ramp responses of SPNs were unwavering after initial training.

This overall pattern suggests that outcome reporting by the subset of reward-related SPNs declined even as the population of SPNs continued to exhibit responses at trial initiation and goal approach. Thus, once the initial learning had occurred, the SPNs in the VMS largely settled into a pattern that was fairly stable but was lacking the reward-sensitivity that had been apparent during initial training. Such a lack of outcome sensitivity, as demonstrated here physiologically, is a major behavioral feature of developed habits and of addictive states (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998; Belin et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2012).

High-Firing Neurons Include Sub-Populations with Opposite Modulation during Learning and Could Serve as a Potential Source of Inhibition of SPN Responses to Reward

We recorded from neurons that fired at high rates, here called HFNs, after the nomenclature of Schmitzer-Torbert & Redish (2008). We were unable to identify these as belonging specifically to either the so-called fast-spiking (FS) or the low-threshold spiking (LTS) GABAergic interneuronal populations that have been described for the dorsal and ventral parts of the striatum (Berke, 2008; Gittis and Kreitzer, 2012; Kawaguchi et al., 1995;
Kreitzer, 2009). These are considered to correspond, respectively, to parvalbumin-containing (FS) interneurons and subsets of somatostatin-containing (LTS) interneurons (Tepper and Bolam, 2004). As we identified sub-groups of HFNs by their response properties, the HFNs recorded here could correspond to these or other molecularly distinct sub-groups.

The spike patterns of the HFNs that we recorded did clearly place the HFNs as distinct from the SPN and TAN populations that we identified. Over half (58%) of these HFNs were modulated at goal-reaching, and these were divided into two different groups. One sub-group of HFNs exhibiting increased firing rates on rewarded trials, whereas the second sub-group, comparable to those reported by Lansink et al. (2010), exhibit suppression of their firing rates on rewarded trials. The proportions of neurons in the two sub-groups changed inversely and monotonically as training progressed: the percentage of HFNs that paused at reward gradually decreased, whereas the percentage of HFNs that increased their firing during reward gradually increased. Thus, as training progressed, suppression of HFN activity at reward was replaced by increased HFN activity at reward.

These patterns raise the possibility that the HFN subgroups exerted negative control over the gradual changes exhibited by the reward-related SPNs across learning phases. This possibility is consistent with evidence that, in the dorsal striatum, the high-firing neurons identified as FS interneurons exert a feed-forward inhibition, contributing to the decreasing reward response observed in SPNs (Kita et al., 1985). It is unlikely, however, that the reward-responsive HFNs controlled all aspects of the SPN activity. For example, the HFNs, unlike the SPNs, did not develop a response to the warning click at trial start. Thus it is specifically the gradual elevation of HFN responses to reward that could have contributed to the gradual suppression of SPN reward-related activity. Again, repeating these experiments in animals with genetic tags for identification of HFN subtypes would be of great interest.

Could SPNs Represent a Stable Behavioral Policy as a Result of Training?

From the very early stages of training, subsets of SPNs developed phasic increases to the warning click or, as noted by van der Meer and Redish (2011), gradual ramping responses during goal approach. A majority of the ramping neurons also discriminated in their firing rates around the decision period between runs to the left and right end-arms of the maze. Their ramping and click responses, in contrast to their responses at goal-reaching, remained relatively stable across training and across the contingency switch, aside from subtle adjustments to the left/right preferences of these cells that we cannot discount. These responses, and most importantly the decline and lack of reactivation of the SPNs at task-version switch, suggest that SPN firing in the VMS during maze runs could be involved in executing a general behavioral policy to initiate movement following the click and to maintain pursuit of reward into specific maze arms. Once established, these global behavioral policies remained relatively static, even in the face of changing reward contingencies, a hallmark of habit formation and drug addiction.
The Influence of VMS Neurons on Habit Learning

Pioneering work on habit learning suggests that the dorsomedial striatum (DMS) is part of a goal-directed learning system that encodes the association of behavioral responses with reward during the early phases of training, when the active seeking of a specific reward leads to encoding of the learned association. Behavioral over-training, by this view, leads to a shift towards DLS-controlled habitual behavior that can be executed without regard to changes in the identity or value of the reward that originally motivated the learning (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998; Everitt and Robbins, 2005; Thorn et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2005). We found that reward-related SPN activity in the VMS decreased as training progressed into over-training, but that the SPN population as a whole maintained other responses related to the structure of the task—for example, responses to the warning click and ramping responses. This selective decrease in outcome signaling could contribute, along with decreases in DMS activity, to the emergence of reward-independent stimulus-response habits.

How does the firing of the TANs fit with this view of habit learning? In contrast to the SPNs, the TANs signaled at the end of each trial whether reward was present or not, and this signaling was present during acquisition, fell during over-training, and reappeared after the cue switch when new learning was required. This pattern suggests that the TANs, putative cholinergic interneurons, can provide an intrinsic learning signal in the VMS. Such a function has also been proposed for TANs in the dorsal striatum of macaques, which can, as a population, faithfully track acquisition, habituation and reacquisition of a Pavlovian tone-reward contingency (Apicella, 2007; Blazquez et al., 2002). Thus in both striatal regions, the TANs are poised for a role in modifying local striatal circuits to support the learning of new associations (Aosaki et al., 1994; Bradfield et al., 2013; Centonze et al., 2003; Graybiel et al., 1994; Morris et al., 2004; Pratt and Kelley, 2004; Pratt et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2006). This local trial-by-trial tuning by TANs would be a highly effective teaching signal during the learning of each reinforcement contingency encountered, but would not be needed during the phase of habit execution, in which current reward is thought no longer to be the primary driver of behavior. Such modulation according to phase of learning is what we observed.

How this local circuitry is related to shaping the activity of SPNs, however, is still not clear. The fading and reemergence of bidirectional outcome signaling by TANs was not paralleled by similar acquisition-selective responses of reward-related SPNs. This reward-related subpopulation of SPNs exhibited characteristics compatible with modulation by a general familiarity with the reward-related context of the task needed to establish initial goal-directed motivation. It was the HFN population responses and their changing proportions over the course of learning that appeared suited to contribute to the decline in outcome signaling by the SPNs.

Relationship of TAN Firing to Dopaminergic Reward Prediction Error Signals

The increased firing to reward presentation and pause in firing for reward omission observed in TANs are strikingly reminiscent of the patterns of learning-related modulation classically described for the dopamine-containing neurons of the midbrain (Cohen et al., 2012;
Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009; Morris et al., 2004; Nakahara et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2005; Roesch et al., 2007; Schultz, 2002; Schultz et al., 1993; Schultz et al., 1997). Dopamine-containing neurons have been shown in many studies to track closely mismatches between the predicted outcome and actual outcome (presence or absence of expected reward). In the task employed here, the animals likely relied upon multiple streams of predictive information to determine reward likelihood. Positive reward responses in the TAN population appeared to track reward prediction errors based upon changing performance, indicated by a steady decrease in their responses as performance improved, and a subsequent recovery of responsiveness during re-learning. This pattern of signaling could be achieved either directly, by direct access to the reinforcement contingencies, or indirectly, by assessing mismatches between expected and obtained outcome.

HFN and SPN reward-related responses, on the other hand, changed after learning of the first task, but failed to recover after the switch in reinforcement contingencies. This failure to recover suggests that reward-related SPNs and HFNs were influenced by predictions based upon unchanging contextual cues or global behavioral policies build up as a result of the acquisition of the first task-version (i.e., run to maze end to retrieve reward). This parallel encoding of outcome among different neuronal populations could enable concurrent learning of both reward-associated cues and appropriate reinforcement.

The Activity of Ventral Striatal TANs and Emotion-Related Circuits: A Working Hypothesis

The disruption of VMS cholinergic interneurons has been linked to symptoms of depression, including anhedonia and despair, reflecting a lack of responsiveness to positive or negative outcomes (Warner-Schmidt et al., 2012). Here we demonstrate that VMS TANs have bidirectional outcome responses during habit learning that can encode both positive (reward) and negative (reward omission) outcomes when behavioral change is required. It is striking that the dopamine-containing neurons of the VTA, whose responses are very similar to the TAN responses described here, have also been explicitly implicated in mediating depression-like symptoms in rodents (Tye et al., 2013). Given this evidence, a reasonable possibility is that the VMS TANs, with their bidirectional reinforcement signaling and linkage to the midbrain dopamine neurons, could contribute to coping with new situations (both pleasurable and challenging), and that the absence of this mechanism contributes to the indifference that is a key feature of depression.

Although the bidirectional reinforcement responses of the TANs were selective for the acquisition phases of the tasks, and faded during over-training, the TANs continued to pause at reward omissions even after long over-training. The unchanging, non-contingent output signaling by the TAN population thus was in response to negative outcomes. This characteristic of the TAN population suggests that after initial learning, during which the TAN responses represented bivalent signaling, the TANs could contribute to further learning by signaling errors. This property, also, could contribute to a function of these neurons in relation to negative hedonic signaling. If this line of reasoning were extended to normal conditions, the TAN’s sensitivity to sudden changes in environmental conditions could be related to emotional reactivity. Such a mechanism favors seeking novelty and new reward, the kind of exploratory behavior that depends on the ventral striatum. Thus the highly
patterned, contingency-sensitive learning signals of the TANs could contribute to aspects of emotional control exerted by ventral striatal circuits.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

Long-Evans rats ($n=9$) were trained successively on two versions of a T-maze task in which the location of the baited arm was instructed by sensory cues (Figure 1A). In the first version of the task, auditory tones (1 and 8 kHz) were used as cues. After the rats learned (3 out 4 sessions over 72.5% correct performance) and were overtrained (10–15 additional sessions) on the auditory task, they were trained to the same acquisition criterion, followed by 10 additional sessions, on a tactile task in which texture of the maze floor (smooth or rough) signaled reward location. Neural activity in the VMS was recorded from 12 tetrodes (6 in each hemisphere) using a Cheetah data acquisition system (Neuralynx). The position and running speed of the rat in the maze were monitored by an overhead CCD camera and photobeams located throughout the maze. Single units were isolated using Offline Sorter (Plexon) and were classified putatively as SPNs, HFNs or TANs based on their firing rates and inter-spike intervals. Spike counts for each unit were then computed in 20 ms bins in a 700-ms window around each task event. These per-unit spike histograms were averaged for each training stage or phase, either with all recorded units in subpopulations examined or after averaging activity of units recorded in multiple sessions (Figures S4C–S4L). Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, and Dunn-Sidak post-hoc test were used to analyze the changes in neural activity across behavioral training stages with significance set at $p < 0.05$. Recording sites were confirmed in Nissl-stained brain sections. See also Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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HIGHLIGHTS

- Plasticity in ventromedial striatum during reward learning is cell-type specific
- Cholinergic interneurons signal outcome and track reinforcement-contingencies
- Spiny projection neurons (SPNs) lose outcome responses during learning
- SPNs maintain responses at trial initiation and goal approach during learning
Figure 1. Behavioral Task and Classification of Recorded Neuronal Populations

(A) The T-maze task.

(B) Average learning curve for all animals (n = 8) across the four successive training phases: early (AA1) and late (AA2) auditory task acquisition; auditory task over-training (AO); and tactile task acquisition (TA). Error bars represent SEM.

(C) Tetrode recording sites. Colors represent sites for individual rats. Anterior-posterior coordinates indicated below.

(D) Percentage of recorded VMS units classified as spiny projection neurons (SPNs, blue), high-firing neurons (HFNs, red) and tonically active neurons (TANs, green).

(E) Firing rates and median ISIs for recorded units, color-coded by putative cell type, distinguishing three clusters occupying distinct domains. Axes truncated to show regions of overlap. Insert: Axes in log scale to show results for all recorded units.

(F) Firing rates and median ISIs of optogenetically identified cholinergic interneurons (n = 12, green) and unclassified units (gray) in ChAT-Cre transgenic mice (n = 6), plotted as in E.

(G) Photomicrograph illustrating striatum of ChAT-Cre mouse stained with anti-GFP antibody showing cell bodies (dark brown) and processes (lighter brown) of transfected cholinergic interneurons.

(H) Spike raster plot of a cholinergic interneuron silenced by a 500-ms yellow light pulse (yellow shading).

(I and J) Spike suppression in 12 individual cholinergic interneurons (I) and average suppression (J) that occurred rapidly in response to the light pulse. Error bars represent SEM.

See also Figure S1.
Figure 2. Ensemble Activity of SPNs, TANs and HFNs during Training

(A–C) Pseudocolor plots showing average z-score normalized firing rates on rewarded trials for task-responsive SPNs (A), all recorded TANs (B) and all recorded HFNs (C), plotted in 20-ms bins, relative to baseline firing rates. Successive ±350-ms peri-event windows (BL: baseline, WC: warning click; GT: gate opening; PC: pre-cue; CU: cue onset; TOn: turn onset; TOff: turn offset; G: goal-reaching; PG: post-goal) were abutted in order of occurrence within a trial; continuous time is not shown. Training stages and phases (indicated to left) as defined in text. Number of units compiled for each stage indicated at right.

See also Figure S2.
Figure 3. Three Types of SPN Response Recorded during Training

(A–C) Raster plots for click-responsive (A), ramping (B), and reward-responsive (C) SPNs. The average waveform for each unit is shown at right.

(D–F) Average z-score normalized activity of click-responsive SPNs (D), ramping SPNs (E), and reward-responsive SPNs (F) across training stages, plotted as in Figure 2.

(G–I) Firing rates of click-responsive SPNs (G), ramping SPNs (H), and reward-responsive SPNs (I) in rewarded (blue) and unrewarded (red) trials, averaged across all training stages. Shading indicates SEM.

(J) Firing rates of reward-responsive SPNs in rewarded trials, averaged separately for each training phase (color-coded). Dashed line represents the period of licking behavior.

(K) Average firing rate of reward-responsive SPNs during a 700-ms period after goal-reaching across training phases. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. Error bars represent SEM.

(L) The percentage of reward-responsive SPNs across training phases. See also Figures S3 and S4.
Figure 4. Reward-Responsive High-Firing Neurons

(A and B) Spike activity of a reward-suppressed HFN (A) and a reward-activated HFN (B). Their average waveforms are shown at right.

(C and D) Firing rates of reward-suppressed (C) and reward-activated (D) HFNs in rewarded (blue) and unrewarded (red) trials, averaged across all training stages. Shading indicates SEM.

(E and F) Average firing rates of reward-suppressed (E) and reward-activated (F) HFNs in rewarded trials, plotted as in Figure 3J. Data from training phases with fewer than 5 units are not shown.

(G and H) The percentage of reward-suppressed (G) and reward-activated (H) HFNs across training phases. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

See also Figure S4.
Figure 5. Reward-Responsive Tonia1y Active Neurons

(A–C) Spike activity of three individual reward-responsive TANs recorded in training phases AA2 (A), AO (B) and TA (C) around goal-reaching in either rewarded (top) or unrewarded (bottom) trials. An example from the initial acquisition phase AA1 is not shown because only three TANs were recorded in this phase. The average waveform of each unit is shown at right.

(D–F) Average firing rate of all reward-responsive TANs in training phases AA2 (D), AO (E) and TA (F) in rewarded (blue) and unrewarded (red) trials. Shading indicates SEM.

(G) Average firing rate of reward-responsive TANs in rewarded trials across training phases, plotted as in Figure 3J.

(H) The average firing rate of the reward-responsive TANs on rewarded trials measured in a 300-ms period after goal-reaching across training phase. Error bars show SEM. **p <0.01.

(I) Percentage of reward-responsive TANs across training phases.

(J) Average firing rate of reward-responsive TANs in response to delayed reward (pump onset).

See also Figure S4.
Figure 6. Changes in Activity of Different Neuronal Subtypes during Learning
Schematic drawing illustrating changes in reward-related activity of SPNs (blue), HFNs (red) and TANs (green) across training phases.